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Skip to the content, select the results, select the full page refresh, press the blank button, then arrow keys to make selection of the INSTRUCTION MANUAL, SINGER DE INSTRUCCIONES FREEARM, lightweight, super automatic with built-in practical stitches and stretch sewing MAQUINA SUPERAUTOMATICA DE
BRAZO LIBE Y PESO LIGERO PUNTAS ELASTICAS Y PUNTADAS practice safety instructions INCORPORSIMPORTANT WHEN using electrical appliances should follow basic safety precautions, including the following: 1.This sewing machine should not be left without wearing it when plugged in. 2.Always unplug the
lamp before replacing the lamp with the same type rated 15 watts. Leer las instrucciones antes de usar la máquina de coser. Desconectar la máquina de la red eléctrica inmediatamente después de su uso y antes de limpiarla. Accessories....... — -....................................................................4 5 foot control, power/light
switch, spool leg, push foot lever winding bobbin of 6 remove the shuttle case out of the shuttle's 26 27 identification card DE LAQUINA MACHINE IDENTIFICATION 1. 6. Seam length 11. seam selector 12. 17. Needle fixing screws 18. Foot release lever 19. 21 2. Clutch Knob 23.r\d) ©0^0 Accessories in the Accessory
Box 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. Bobbins Needle Spoolspulpin Disc Open Button Hole Mounted On Machine 7. 8. 9. 10. Blind Brush Seam Foot Zipper Foot Buttons Foot 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. Zig zag foot press foot holder, foot press, screw, needle, clamp, screw, bobbin case, 17. Shuttle ACCESORIOS En la caja de accesorios 1. 2. 3. 4.
5. 6.Setting up your machine, be sure to wipe out any excess oil. The needle pad area before using your machine is the first of the foot control, push the foot control plug into the socket, connect the back of the SPOOL PIN, attach the hold pin (A) and place the felt disk (B) over it. Place the thread spool on the spool pin.
1.Reduce the press foot to the stitching of 2.lift the lift to the middle position to insert or remove the fabric of the winding bobbin 1. 3.Pull the end of the thread through the hole in the bobbin as shown of pushing the shuttle wind shaft to the right until it clicks, press and hold the thread end. Push the shaft to the left to
remove the shuttle. 6.Tighten the clutch knob and remove the bobbin of 4.remove the bobbin case from the shuttle 1. Remove the extension table from Muping. Lift the needle to the highest position by rotating. Handwheel approached you manually 2.Open the shuttle access cover by pulling it down of the latch release
and the shuttle will leave the case with your fingers, pull the bobbin case latch as shown and remove the shuttle case from the shuttle. Find the Pasador de posiclonamiento pin inserted into the bobbin case 1. 2. Insert the shuttle in case it is about 4 (10 cm). Of the thread shown outside the case of pulling the thread
through the slot in the case, and then under the flat tension spring it will click when in place. 2.■ i^uniV^ V^riAAn I your fabric will determine the choice of needle and thread. The following table is a practical guide to choosing needles and threads. Always refer to it before the new sewing scheme and be sure to use the
size and type of thread in the bobbin, as well as to supply the top thread. The bottom thread fabric can be of any fiber: cotton, linen, silk, wool, synthetic, rayon, their mix is identified as an example of threaded weight, top spiral 1 lift the foot lever press 2.Lift the needle to the maximum position by rotating the hand wheel
towards you, 3. Machine thread in the tracking sequence is illustrated. Enhebrado del Hilo Superior 1. Levantar la aguja is la posición más elevada girando el volante de la máquina hacia usted. Needle pad slot 2. Hold the loose needle thread with your left hand, turn the hand wheel towards you by your right hand until
the needle reaches a maximum of 4. Pull the thread on both the top and the bobbin together on the back of the machine under the feet, press it, leaving it about 6 (15 cm). RECOGIDA DEL HILO DE LA BOBINA POSITION 1.Under The Reverso Side Top Cara Balance Bien Balance Straight STITCHURA RECTA Seam
Top Too Tight Stitching Top Too Loose Demasiado Superior Demasiado Punta da Superior Demasiado floja Reduce Tension Disminuir tensión ZIGZAG STITCHING Top thread may appear at the bottom thread depending on Fabric type of seam and sewing speed The fabric, however, the bobbin thread must not appear
on the top of the fabric. Add the puger fabric El tejido se arruga adjust the bobbin thread tension, need less adjustment than the tension of the top thread. If the tension is well balanced, but the puckers fabric is not good, both the tension of the top thread and the bobbin may be too tight and must be adjusted to test
whether the tension of the bobbin thread is correct or not, suspend the bobbin case by thread and jerk once. Fixing the bobbin tension will result in the thread unraveling only one or two inches of foot replacement, pressing make sure the needle is positioned up. Lift the foot lever, press 1.Lift the lever, release the foot to
remove the foot (Figure 1) 3. Reduce the foot lever pressed so that the foot holder (Figure 2) 2.Place the desired foot on the needle plate, align the needle hole (Figure 1) CAMBIO DEL PIE PRENSATELAS ASEGURARSE de que la aguja está superior posición Aizar la palanca del pie prénslaslasate 1. With extension
table in position provides a large working surface as standard flat bed model STITCH LENGTH /SUPER (STRETCH) STITCH CONTROL Seam length can be easily selected according to the thickness and type of fabric. A super seam pattern (stretch) group can be selected by rotating the same ring ◄ the markings that
can be fine-tune. Machine Setup Chart 2. Long Press Foot Control 1.Straight Seam Indicator Zig zag A 0.5-4 A 1 -4 B 1 -4 A 0.5 A ◄ A ◄ A D\rsr BLIND \rYY\ Three Steps 1 -4 ■ ■■1. AAA ZIGZAG / V N Four Dots A LINGERIE A /, F-AAGrSTN 1 ♦♦ DECORA-rw-—-TIVE /V-WWVWWV -sVWVvvvv-w-v-vA^I TRIPLE_
Straight Ric-RAc AAAAA OVFRLOOK AAAAAAAAA/WWVWW^ UVbHLUU^ IE* ^c vVD AAAF SMOCKING 9SiSliii Zip Button-------------------- 3.ESQUEMA DE AJUSTE DE LAQUINA 0 2. 1. SEÑALIZADOR PUNTADA ■* RECTA PUNTADA Invisible V V \ ZIG-ZAG DE TRES /x a /s .v puntadas ^ LENCERA-CUATRO « ,
«/, PUNTADAS UCL/wnMI 1VMO DW A 0.5-4 A 1 -4 B 1 -4 A 0.5 A ◄ A ◄ AJU^ /vwvww -AA LAH I V^V^ C=pA TRIPLE RECTA a 'g 5 íí^°® 1 -4 ■ ZIG-ZAG .vvvamaa WAMM/IMW II fraw nvFRi WWWW\A UVtHLUL/tSTRAIGHT STITCH ® straight seam at the center needle position with a set of A-pattern stitching
(straight stitching at the needle position with left seam option B. Start sewing before placing the material on the machine, see if the thread tip is drawn about 6 (15 cm). Hold the thread during the sewing of 3 or 4 stitches, the first of the seams. Fasten each seam by the back tag at the beginning and end of the seam.
Remove the fabric, change the square corner before rotating. The handwheel goes your way until the needle is in the highest position, then lift the press foot, pull the material to the back and cut the excess thread with a thread cutter at the bottom of the face cover as shown. To turn a 5/8 (16 mm) square corner From the
edge of the fabric, stop sewing with the tip of the needle, pierce the fabric when reaching the corner guide as shown. The needle to the left of the foot needle to the right of the foot Aguja la izquierda del prénsatelas Aguja la derecha del prénsatelas inserts the zipper and sets the pipe using the zipper foot, which allows
you to sew to the right or left of the zipper or close to the wire. Put the zipper to sew down the right side, attach the left side of the zippered foot with the foot holder, press to make the needle through the opening on the left side of the foot. To sew down the left side, attach the right side of the foot to the footrest ZIGZAG
STITCH OVERCASTING, this is one of the zigzag seams used more often in clothing construction. The interior of the dress DUNUblllUH REVES DE LA PRENDA PUNTADA Last invisible longitud final DEL DOBLAD Neatened raw edge PUNTADA ZIG-ZAG SOBREHILADO ESTA ESTa ES UNA de las puntadas más
frecuentes usadas en fabricación de prenda Also pro duces delicate shell hem on underwear and other nice clothes seam and OVERCAST in one of the three stages ZIGZAG this is a strong seam because by its name it makes three short stitches that the usual zigzag makes only one. Hem shell opened under raw edges
and pressed stretch sewing stretch sewing is mainly used for knitting, or stretch fabric, but can also be used in ordinary materials. Use a regular needle for a fabric that cannot be stretched. Adjustable stretch stitch stitch length/super (stretch) Depending on the type of fabric used, you may need to adjust this control to
match the forward stitching of stretch sewing with reverse Stitch overlooked WVD SMOCKING STITCH made a straight line of cross-fabric gathering where you want to smock AAAf, this is the same type of seam used by the clothing industry to make sportswear - it forms and finishes the seams in a single operation. It is
very effective for use in repairing raw edges or wearing of old clothes. With a narrow strip of fabric directly under the line of gathering, sew rather than assemble. The design will be a set of small diamonds (D^ «wmi «Mi.» less dense Menos densidad foot button Prénsatelas de ojales more dense Más densidad (3) (i)
BUTTONHOLE makes adjusting the seam length (density) carefully mark the button hole length on your clothes. Place the fabric with a button hole marked under the buttoned feet. Slide the foot forward so that the needle pierces the fabric at the beginning of the button hole. You can also change the seam density
according to your requirement within the zone, but the tonhole marked on the seam length control 1 Atacar 4 ó 5 puntadas Parar de coser is la izquierda y levantar la aguja hasta la posición mán mán alta. Stop sewing on the left seam and lift the needle. 2. Parar de coser is la izquierda y elevar la aguja. I QD-'-3.Take
care of your machine to ensure the best function possible of your machine, It is necessary to keep the necessary parts cleaned at all times of always removing the machine from the power supply by unplugging it from the outlet CUIDE SU MAQUINA Es necesario que mantenga las piezas esenciales esenciales limpias
siempre, para obtener un funcionami eficáz de su máquina. *The power cord or foot switch is not connected. Iams/knock machine *thread is caught in the shuttle' - clean shuttle (see page 28) *Damaged needle-change needle (see page 9) The fabric does not move * The foot press will not drop - lower foot press of *long
seam is set at 0.- set at 1 to 4 stitches cross stitches. Part 2 Safety Instructions of page 2IMPORTANTWhen Using Electrical Appliances should observe basic safety precautions, read all the instructions before using this sewing machine to reduce the risk of electric shock;1. This sewing machine should not be left without
anyone caring when plugged in. Unplug this sewing machine from the electrical outlet immediately after use and 2. Always unplug before replacing the lamp. Replace the lamp with Rated type 15 warning- to reduce the risk of ignition, fire, electric shock, or injury 1. Do not allow use of use as a necessity when this sewing
machine is used by or near children 2. Use this sewing machine only for purpose-based use as described in this manual. Use the manufacturer-recommended attachments as contained in this guide.3 Do not use this sewing machine if there is a faulty power cord or plug if it is not working properly if it is dropped or
damaged or falling into the water. Return the sewing machine to the nearest authorized dealer or service center for electrical repair or mechanical adjustment inspection4. Do not use a sewing machine with any blocked vents. Keep the vents of the sewing machine and control the feet free from the accumulation of lint, 5.
7. Do not use aerosol products (spray) or oxygen is 8. Do not unplug by pulling the power cord. To unplug, hold the plug, not the power cord.10 Keep your finger away from all moving parts. Special care is required around the area. Do not sew with a damaged needle sheet as it may cause the needle to crack 12. Do not
use a bent needle13. It may always deviate the needle, make it up to 14, close the sewing machine (0) when making any adjustments in the needle area, such as a needle, needle, change, bobbin, spiral needle, or change 15, always unplug the sewing machine from the electrical outlet, when removing the lubrication
cover, or when adjusting the service, another user mentioned in the yamamoto Electric YC-482E application with this device has a polarized plug (one blade wider than the other) to reduce the risk of electric shock. If the plug volume does not fit into the outlet, reverse the plug. If it does not fit, contact a qualified
electrician to install the appropriate outlet. Do not modify ^A I ITI^^ K| _ Move parts - to reduce the risk of injury, close before w i service. This product is used for household use or equivalent. Equivalent
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